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In fact, Alberta has just under one third of the arable land,
or soils capable of producing food, in Canada. The three
Prairie Provinces (refer to map) account for 80 percent of the
agricultural land in the country. And with growing interest in
biofuels, the demand on agricultural land is only going
to increase.
So, how do we protect our soils and ensure they remain
productive? The answer is, we learn about them. For example,
did you know that healthy soil is like a bank savings account?

in the soil, it becomes empty and less likely to produce
healthy food. This is similar to your bank account. If you had
a savings account you didn’t use, you might earn a little bit
of money on the balance each year as interest. If you took
money out of your account without putting any back, your
savings would shrink and in time you would have a zero
balance – meaning no money! This is like an agricultural field
that produces harvests year after year. The field needs to be
replenished with nutrients to continue to pay out.
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Farmers typically add nutrients back into the soil in the form
of fertilizers or manures. They know how much to put on the
field because they regularly test it. A soil test tells the farmer
the amount of nutrients required, and the kinds they need
to put on the soil like nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium.
This is one way farmers make sure they put the right amount
of nutrients on the field, at the right place, and at the right
time. Often, the farmer will test their soil before he or she
plants their crop in the spring, but owing to many time
constraints placed on the farmer they may choose to sample
in the fall before the soil is prepared for winter.

5?WQ RF?R LSRPGCLRQ ECR GLRM
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• leaving or placing organic matter on the field like crop
stubble or manure composts
• leaving plants to live and die on the land naturally
becoming organic matter
• adding fertilizers to the soil before or after harvest

&MU QMGJ GQ JGIC ?
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To think of soil as a savings account seems strange, but it’s
actually a good comparison. Healthy soils store water and
nutrients that plants need to grow. It also protects them from
the effect of pests and diseases. Nutrients come from organic
material in the soil, like decaying plants and animals, or from
the nutrients we add using chemical or organic fertilizers. In
essence, soil becomes a bank for the plants to take what they
need, when they need it. When the crop is harvested and
taken to the market, it takes the consumed nutrients with it.
The nutrients are then passed on to us when we eat the food
produced. This is one of the reasons why fruit and vegetables
are so good for us.
While soils may get some of their nutrients replenished from
the plant roots and stubble left on the field after harvest, it
is not as much as the hungry crop took from the soil while
it was growing. So if additional nutrients are not put back
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In addition to feeding the soil, farmers need to protect it
from being blown away by strong winds, or carried away by
water that comes with melting snow or heavy rain. You may
have seen trees or shrubs planted along the edge of a field.
These act as barriers and reduce the speed of the wind that
blows across the surface. Keeping plants rooted in the soil
throughout the year is another way farmers keep the soil in
place. They can cover the fields with grass, or unused parts of
the crop (called crop residue). Next time you are driving past
a field, look to see what’s there.
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Now let’s take a closer look at some of the soils in Alberta. You
could say that soil is largely a product of its parents – that is
the parent material that created it! Soil in any area is a result
of the rocks around it, the hills and valleys that protect or
expose it, the vegetation that grows on it, climate and age
of the land. When these factors are combined, you have the
fingerprint for the area, or a soilprint for the province.
So what do we know about Alberta that would give us clues
about the type of soils it contains? From forests in the north,
to the rugged mountains in the west, and vast prairies in the
east, Alberta is a province with a lot of different landscapes.
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We know that between 408 - 360 million years ago, Alberta
was mostly covered by water. This great sea left the province
with rocks that are largely composed of limestone and shale.
It also left the remains of organisms and plants that, under
pressure for millions of years, produced Alberta’s oil and
gas reserves. Some of this pressure came from glaciers that
existed over 10,000 years ago. Alberta was almost completely
covered by heavy sheets of ice several kilometres in depth.
The grinding action associated with their movement shaped
the Prairies. They were responsible for the first erosion to
occur in the province.
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When the glaciers receded, the rocks and soils they left
behind warmed to form vast grasslands. The increasingly
dry climate and strong winds that blew across the landscape
soon led to the development of prairie plants. This
environment did not encourage trees or shrubs to grow, but
was ideal for tall grasses, insects and animals. Over time, as
these plants and creatures returned to the soil as organic
matter, the overall soil fertility increased. The grasslands
developed soils that were rich in plant nutrients and perfect
for growing crops like wheat, barley, and canola. Their flat,
open space also made them suitable for ranching.

$MPCQR $MPK?RGML
Trees tended to grow in the more northern part of the
province, along hillsides, beside rivers and streams, and in
valleys and mountain ranges. In these locations the trees
were partially protected from the sun’s heat and were able
to access more water. Alberta contains majestic woodlands
dominated by coniferous trees like spruce, fir and pine. The
soil in these areas is typically cooler and wetter than those
found in grassland soil. The soils in wooded areas need
different care than those found in the grasslands.
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